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Abstract: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) constitutes one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide,
therefore representing a major public health concern. Despite recent advances in the treatment of patients
with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), such as bypass surgery or percutaneous coronary intervention,
pathological cardiac remodeling often predisposes survivors to fatal heart failure. In this context, the
proven efficacy of stem cell-regenerative therapies constitutes a promising therapeutic perspective with
is nevertheless slow down by safety and ethical concerns. Recent studies have underscored the capacity of
stem cell-derived extracellular vesicles (EV) to recapitulate the regenerative properties of their parental cells
therefore offering a therapeutic alternative to cell therapy in cardiovascular regenerative medicine. In this
article, we review the functional relevance of using stem cell-derived EV as therapeutically agents and detail
the identified molecular pathways that they used to exert their effects. We also discuss the advantages of
using such an acellular regenerative therapy, in regard with parental stem cells, and address the limitations,
which would need to be resolved, before their clinical translation.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) refers to pathologies that
affect heart and blood vessels. CVD is the leading cause
of morbidity and mortality worldwide, contributing to
approximately one third of worldwide global deaths (1).
Events that contribute to CVD are multi-faceted,
including both genetic and environmental factors among
which obesity and type II diabetes represent major risk
factors, moreover favored by the aging of the population.
Recent advances in the treatment of patients with acute
myocardial infarction (AMI), such bypass surgery or
percutaneous coronary intervention, have greatly improved
their survival. Nonetheless, the scar tissue and the associated
irreversible loss of cardiomyocytes and subsequent tissue
remodeling altogether affect the contractibility and the
relaxation of ventricles. As a consequence, these functional
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alterations often predispose AMI survivors to ventricular
arrhythmias and/or heart failure. Whereas strategies
addressing direct cardiac tissue repair and regeneration
are still challenging, the majority of treatment options
aim to limit scar formation and adverse remodeling, while
improving myocardial function. As a consequence, heart
transplantation remains currently the unique option for
fatal heart failure.
The demonstration that the injection of bone marrow
(BM)-derived hematopoietic stem cells in the contracting
wall bordering the infarcted zone in mice can repair
myocardial damage and improve heart function has greatly
stimulated expectations of stem cell-based cardiovascular
therapies (2). This report has aroused enthusiasm for BM
cell transplantation as a potential approach for repairing
damaged hearts. Preclinical (3-5) and clinical studies (6,7)
have nonetheless confirmed the potential of mesenchymal
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stem cells (MSC) to be used as treatment in AMI patients
with efficacy and safety. Besides the use of total BMderived stem cells, selected BM-subpopulations including
endothelial progenitors, or stem cells from others sources
such as adipose tissue, myocardium and skeletal muscle
have also been evaluated for cell-based regenerative
cardiovascular therapies (8).
Despite the demonstrated capacity of MSC to
differentiate in multiple cardiac cell types, a number of
studies nonetheless questioned the rational of MSCassociated beneficial observed effects due to the very
poor engraftment and differentiation of injected cells
in the infarct zone (9,10). In addition, beneficial effects
of transplanted stem cells continue to be observed over
several weeks, whereas 90% of cells die in the days
following their injection into the myocardium (11). Such
discrepancies have led to propose that MSC would rather
exert their effects through a secretion, and not a direct
differentiation mechanism (12). Such a hypothesis was
further validated by the fact that MSC-conditioned culture
medium alone recapitulated the efficacy of MSC in cardio
protection (13,14).
Extracellular vesicles (EV), physiologically secreted by
almost all cell types and retrieved in all body fluids (blood,
lymph, milk, urine, etc.), appeared as good candidates able
to recapitulate MSC beneficial effects. EV encompasses
membrane vesicles, secreted in the extracellular space, which
are surrounded by a lipid bilayer and enclosed cytosolic and
genetic materials. Considered originally as cellular debris,
their role as critical regulators of intercellular communication
is now recognized and accumulating evidences also suggest
their participation in pathophysiological situations. Of note,
circulating levels of EV derived from blood vessel cells are
increased in CVD, including AMI, leading to regard them
as prognostic or diagnostic biomarkers [for review (15)].
Besides, their ability to carry and transfer biological
information at the level of the organism highlight their
potential as biological vectors (16).
Multiple evidences have underscored the capacity of stem
cell-derived EV to recapitulate the regenerative properties
of their parental cells therefore offering a therapeutic
alternative to cell therapy in cardiovascular regenerative
medicine.
In this article, we review the functional relevance of using
stem cell-derived EV as therapeutically agents and detailed
the identified molecular pathways that they used to exert
their effects. We also discuss the advantages of using such
an acellular regenerative therapy, in regard with parental
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stem cells, and address the limitations, which would need to
be resolved, before their clinical translation.
Therapeutic potential of stem cell-derived EV in
CVDs
Stem cell-based therapies have recently focused considerable
attention due to the high plasticity of these cells to give rise
to multiple lineages together with their immunomodulatory
properties and low immunogenicity. Recent evidences have
moreover highlighted the capacity of stem cell-derived EV
to recapitulate cardiac beneficial properties of stem cells
thereby highlighting stem cell-EV as promising therapeutic
tools in regenerative cardiovascular medicine.
Stem cell-derived EV: functional extensions of parental
stem cells
Three types of EV can be generally distinguished (17).
Apoptotic bodies are generated during the apoptotic
process, when the cell’s cytoskeleton breaks up. This causes
the membrane to bulge outward, forming large membranebound EV (generally >1 µm), which may have engulfed
portion of cytoplasm. Besides, microvesicles are shed from
the plasma membrane as a consequence of cytoskeleton
reorganization combined with the negatively charged
phosphatidylserine exposure in the outer membrane (18,19):
microvesicles size generally distributes between 50/100 nm
to 1 µm. Exosomes are endosome-derived vesicles formed
in multi-vesicular bodies and released after the fusion of
this compartment with the plasma membrane (17) and
constitute the smallest type of EV described, ranging
between 30 and 100 nm. However, the terminology
“exosomes” has been widely used for small EV, regardless
of their endo-lysosomal cellular origin, therefore designing
a mix of EV from different intracellular origins and with
distinct functional properties. Moreover, specific subsets
of proteins, longtime considered to be exosomal markers,
rather appear to be EV-enriched proteins since they may
also be retrieved in other EV-subtypes (20,21). Considering
the biological complexity of EV, which is further influenced
by the cellular context, there is so far no standardized
analysis procedure to allow a clear separation of these
different EV subtypes despite recent positions papers which
have now established requirements (22) and methodological
guidelines (23) to validate the undeniable presence of EV.
Taking these considerations into account, we therefore
chose to refer to the general terminology EV in the rest of
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the review, whatever the original term employed to design
these vesicles in the original publications.
Stem cell-derived EV may be isolated in basal conditions,
as demonstrated from exponentially growing embryonic
stem cells (ESC), suggesting that the mechanism of EV
release is inherent (24). However, secretion of MSC-derived
EV is enhanced by external stimuli such as hypoxia (25) or
inflammatory conditioning of parental cells (26) indicating
that the surrounding environment of MSC would impact on
EV release. Apart of such an effect of environmental stimuli
on EV quantities, mass spectrometry analyses reveal also
different protein content which translated into different
functional properties therefore illustrating the complexity
of the MSC paracrine regulation (25,26).
Several studies have revealed the ability of MSCderived EV to mimic MSC features, including self-renewal,
differentiation and maturation suggesting that they would
represent functional extension of stem cells [for review (27)].
EV from MSC indeed carry numerous transcription factors
among which are found MSC markers such as CD105,
prominin-1/CD133 and KIT (24) but also many molecules
characteristic of stem cell signatures (27). These EV might
even support self-renewal and expansion of adult stem cells
as demonstrated by the capacity of ESC-derived EV to
reprogram hematopoietic progenitors through the delivery
of specific proteins and mRNA (24). Hence, interactions
of stem cell derived-EV with target cells appear to directly
impact their phenotypic and functional characteristics. This
could be achieved through a variety of mechanisms including
transfer of molecules (membrane surface receptors,
active lipids, membranous proteins…), ligand/receptors
interaction, EV fusion with targeted plasma membrane cell
or epigenetic reprogramming through horizontal genetic or
transcription factors horizontal transfer (28). Overall, SCderived EV appear to be critical components of intercellular
communication via the transfer of functionally relevant
biomolecules and, as such, have been harnessed for their
therapeutic potential, in a similar fashion to their parent
cells, in cardiovascular therapies (Table 1).
Therapeutic effects of stem cell-EV in CVD
Heart diseases
Since beneficial effects of transplanted MSC were often
out of proportion to the surviving engrafted donor cells,
the “paracrine hypothesis” has emerged according to which
soluble factors derived from engrafted donor stem cells
would be responsible for beneficial outcomes of the heart
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function. This hypothesis was further confirmed on animal
models since treatment with conditioned medium from
stem cells reduces infarct size in rat (43) and in porcine
models (13,32) of myocardial ischemia-reperfusion (I/R)
injury. Moreover, these cytoprotective effects were
enhanced when conditioned medium arose from hypoxic
MSC (43). Preservation of cardiac function was attributed
to a vesicular fraction of the culture medium isolated by
ultracentrifugation, enriched in tetraspanins, proteins
markers of the exosomal fraction (13,31). Effectively,
MSC-purified EV significantly reduced infarct size in
animal models of I/R injuries (29-31,33). Cardiac repair
following EV injection was illustrated by preserved systolic
and diastolic cardiac performance, increased myocardial
perfusion and attenuated left ventricular remodeling
(13,29,32,33).
Because the use of EV directly produced from cells present
in the heart itself would represent exciting perspectives, recent
research has also focused on cardiac progenitor cells (CPC)derived EV. CPC in semi-suspension culture form spherical
clusters (cardiospheres) that are known to deliver paracrine
signals to neighboring cells. Electron microscopic imaging
further confirmed the ability of CPC in mouse myocardium
and human cardiospheres to secrete EV (44). Of interest, EV
isolated from cardiospheres also displayed pro-angiogenic and
cardioprotective properties as demonstrated on animal models
of cardiomyopathy (35) or myocardial I/R injury (34,36,37).
Moreover, comparison between post-infarction administration
of EV released by human ESC-derived cardiovascular
progenitors and administered donor cells demonstrate that EV
recapitulate the beneficial effects of the parental cells in the
treatment of chronic heart failure (38).
Vascular diseases
Besides heart diseases, peripheral arterial disease, caused by
atherosclerotic occlusion of the leg arteries, is an important
manifestation of systemic atherosclerosis. The lack of
proper blood perfusion to the extremities can potentially
progress to severe alteration as limb ischemia.
Paracrine mediators released from endothelial progenitor
cells (EPC) have been implicated in neoangiogenesis
following ischemia. For instance, intramuscular injection
of conditioned medium from EPC has been shown to be
as effective as EPC transplantation for promoting tissue
revascularization and functional recovery (45). Furthermore,
intravenous administration of EV fraction isolated from
EPC in a murine model of hindlimb ischemia significantly
improved neovascularization and favors regeneration (39).
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Table 1 Therapeutic benefits of stem cell-derived EV administration in cardiovascular disease models
EV source

Isolation method

Assay
model

Therapy

Findings

Mechanisms

References

80 µg (in 20 µL) of
MSC-EV derived from
2×106 BM-MSC by
IM 30 min after LAD
ligation

Reduce infarct size

Promote
angiogenesis

Bian et al.,
2014 (29)

400 µg (in 200 µL) of
MSC-EV by IV right
after LAD ligation

Preserve systolic
function

Protect myocardial
cells from apoptosis

Zhao et al.,
2015 (30)

Reduce cardiac
fibrosis

Promote
angiogenesis

Native stem cells
Human BMMSC

Human
UC-MSC

100,000 ×g

Rat acute
MI

Preserve systolic and
diastolic performance
Improve blood flow
recovery

100-kDa MW cut
off ultrafiltration
followed by
100,000 ×g on
sucrose gradient

Rat acute
MI

Human
ESC-MSC

Sequential 10 to
100 kDa filtration
and sucrose
gradient

Pig I/R

3 or 0.4 µg MSC-EV
(in 200 µL) by IV 5 min
before reperfusion

Reduce infarct size

Undefined

Lai et al.,
2010 (31)

Human
ESC-MSC

10-kDa
MW cutoff
ultrafiltration and
220 nm filtration

Pig I/R

2 mg MSC-EV (in
1 mL) by IV 5 min
before reperfusion,
and additional IC
bolus of 8 mg MSC-EV
(in 4 mL) immediately
following reperfusion

Reduce infarct size

Decrease oxidative
stress and
apoptosis

Timmers
et al., 2007
(13)

Human
ESC-MSC

10-kDa
MW cutoff
ultrafiltration and
220 nm filtration

Pig acute
MI

1 mg MSC-EV (in
2 mL) 4 h after LAD
ligation by IV and
during 7 days
(twice daily)

Reduce infarct size

Increase capillaries
density

Timmers
et al., 2011
(32)

Human
ESC-MSC

10-kDa
MW cutoff
ultrafiltration and
220 nm filtration

Pig I/R

0.4 μg/mL MSC-EV
by IV 5 min before
reperfusion

Reduce infarct size

Decrease oxidative
stress

Preserve systolic
function

Activation of prosurvival signaling

Arslan
et al.,
2013 (33)

Reduce local
and systemic
inflammation

Restore
bioenergetics

Improve cardiac
function

Reduced
cardiomyocyte
apoptosis

Human
CPC

200 nm filtration
and ExoQuickTM

Rat acute
MI

30 or 300 µg CPC-EV
by IM (in 150 µL)
60 min after LAD
ligation

Preserve systolic and
diastolic performance

Preserve systolic and
diastolic performance

Barile et al.,
2014 (34)

Enhance
angiogenesis

Table 1 (continued)
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Table 1 (continued)
EV source
Human CPC

Isolation method
ExoQuickTM

Assay
model
Mouse
acute
and
chronic
MI

Therapy

Findings

Mechanisms

References

2.8×109 CPC-EV
at two peri-infarct
sites (40 µL per site)
after LAD ligation or
three weeks later (for
chronic model)

Improve cardiac
function

Inhibition of
cardiomyocyte
apoptosis

Ibrahim
et al.,
2014 (35)

Enhance
angiogenesis
Possibly related to
miR-146a

Human CPC

220 nm filtration
and PEG
precipitation

Mouse I/
R

25 μL exosomes from
5×105 CPC by IM
immediately after LAD
ligation

Inhibit cardiomyocyte
apoptosis

Possibly related to
miR-451

Chen et al.,
2013 (36)

Human CPC

Ultrafiltration and
PEG precipitation

Pig I/R
and MI

15 mg of EV-CPC
[≈33×1011 particles] by
IC or IM 30 min after
I/R, or 7.5 mg protein
by IM [≈16.5×1011
particles] 4 weeks
post-MI

Reduce infarct size

Undefined

Gallet et al.,
2017 (37)

Decrease LV collagen
content
Cardiomyocyte
hypertrophy
Increase vessel
density

Human ESCCPC

100,000 ×g

Mouse
acute MI

3x10 µL of EV derived
from 5×105 ESC-CPC
by IM 3 weeks after
LAD ligation

Improve cardiac
function

Undefined

Kervadec
et al.,
2016 (38)

Human EPC

100,000 ×g

Mouse
hindlimb
ischemia

100 µg of EPC-EV
by IV right after left
hindlimb of mouse

Enhance limb
perfusion and reduce
injury

Neovascularization

Ranghino
et al.,
2012 (39)

Rat
hindlimb
ischemia

10, 50 or 100 µg of
UC-EV (in 200 μL) by
IMusc 2 h after ligation

Improve blood flow
recovery

Favor angiogenesis

Zhang
et al.,
2012 (40)

Rat BM-MSC
10-kDa MW cut
overexpressing off ultrafiltration
GATA4
and 220 nm
filtration and
ExoQuickTM

Rat acute
MI

50 µL of EV by IM
derived from 4×106
MSCGATA-4 right after
LAD ligation

Reduce infarct size

Transfer of
antiapoptotic
miRNA

Yu et al.,
2015 (41)

Human
UC-MSC
overexpressing
Akt

Rat acute
MI

400 µg of EV derived
from UC-MSCAkt by IV
right after LAD ligation

Improve cardiac
function

Promote
angiogenesis

Mangi
et al.,
2003 (42)

Human
UC-MSC

200 nm filtration
and 100,000 ×g

Possibly related to
miR-126

Genetically modified stem cells

100-kDa MW cut
off ultrafiltration
followed by
100,000 ×g on
sucrose gradient

Activation of
PDGF-D

BM, bone marrow; ESC, embryonic stem cell; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; CPC, cardiac progenitor cell; UC, Umbilical cord; CM,
conditioned media; MI, myocardial infarction; I/R, ischemia/reperfusion; LV, left ventricule; LAD, left anterior descending artery; IV,
Intravenous Injection; IC, Intracoronary Injection; IM, intramyocardial injection; IMusc, intramuscular injection; PDGF-D, platelet-derived
growth factor D.
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Proliferation, survival
and protection

Stem cell
derived EV

Decrease inflammation
and oxidative stress

Enzymes

Glycolytic enzymes
Antioxidant enzymes
MMP

Wnt

Anti-apoptotic
signals

Shh

miRNA

Angiognesis
vascular repair
& neovascularization

Restoration of
bioenergetics

Maintenance of
stem cell phenotypes

miR-126
Soluble factors
miR-210
Proangiogenic effectors
miR-132
miR-146
miR-294
miR-296
mRNA
Transcripts of pluripotent TF

Cardiac repair

CD73
Reduce
infarct size
AMP

Adenosine

Attenuate
cardiac
remodelling

Enhance
perfusion

Improve
cardiac function
and capacity

Figure 1 Schematic representation of molecular mechanisms underlying the therapeutic potential of stem cell-derived EV in regenerative
cardiovascular therapies. EV, extracellular vesicles; Shh, sonic hedgehog; TF, tissue factor; CD, cluster of differentiation; AMP, adenosine
monophosphate; MMP, matrix metalloproteinases.

Similarly, intramuscular injections of EV collected from
hypoxic human umbilical cord MSC-derived EV in a rat
hindlimb ischemia model improve significantly the blood
flow recovery, in a similar proportion than parental cells (40).
Both of these studies pinpoint EV as major mediators of the
effectiveness of MSC therapy by promoting angiogenesis.
Of interest, stem cell-derived EV act at different levels
to preserve endothelium integrity and to prevent from the
development of vascular diseases. Thus, stem cell derivedEV are able to modulate the key processes of angiogenesis
including proliferation, migration, tube formation of
endothelial cells and promote angiogenesis related gene
expression and protein expression (46-49). Horizontal transfer
of different miRNA (39,48,50,51), as well as EV-encapsulated
pro-angiogenic factors (46) have both been involved in the
regulation of these EV-related angiogenic properties.
Molecular mechanisms underlying the
therapeutic potential of stem cell-EV in CVDs
Whereas EV constitutes complex carriers of proteins, lipids
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and nucleic acids, some of their cargos have been specifically
involved to elicit biological responses in recipient cells.
Although EV content vary according to cell sources and
environmental stimuli, some mechanisms attributed to
specific molecules have been shown to be conserved
whatever the EV donor cells or the pathophysiological
situation. Of interest, this therapeutic potential can be
further enhanced by genetic modification of MSC in order
to specifically load EV with such molecules and therefore
to engineer bioactive cargos. As presented in Figure 1,
the therapeutic potential of stem cell-derived EV in
regenerative cardiovascular therapies would be related to a
variety of molecular mechanisms.
MSC-EV contain angiogenic paracrine effectors
Whereas secreted factors support the proangiogenic
potential of MSC, numerous angiogenic factors such as
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast
growth factor (FGF), epidermal growth factor (EGF),
milk fat globule-EGF factor 8 (MFG-E8), angiopoietin
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like 1 (ANGPTL1) and thrombopoietin can also be
retained in MSC-EV (52,53). Most notably, nuclear
factor-kappaB (NFkB) signaling pathway proteins were
specifically enriched in MSC-EV and identified as key
mediators of angiogenesis induction in endothelial cells (53).
Moreover, matrix metalloproteinases were identified in EV
preparations isolated from different stem cell types (54,55)
and shown to maintain their activity in target cells (55).
Knowing the importance of these enzymes in matrix
remodeling, metalloproteinases-associated EV could
thereby modified invasion and migration properties of
recipient cells.
Activation of anti-inflammatory and pro-survival
pathways by stem cell-EV in the recipient cells
Suppression of inflammation by MSC-EV participates to
improve cardiac function (33). For instance, a reduction
of 45% of infarct size following MSC-EV administration
in a murine model of I/R was associated with decreased
local and systemic inflammation within 24 hours. In
addition, MSC-EV were also found to increase adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(reduced form) (NADH) levels thereby restoring
bioenergetics of the cells (33). Various ATP-generating
enzymes (including glycolytic enzymes) associated to
MSC-EV have been postulated to provide energy needed
to prevent cell death and to support tissue repair [for
review, (56)]. Furthermore, oxidative stress was reduced via
peroxiredoxins and glutathione S-transferases contained
in MSC-derived EV (33). Finally, MSC-EV also mediate
cell survival and proliferation at the damaged sites through
activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)
and Akt signaling pathways (33,47). In agreement, EV
derived from Akt-modified umbilical cord-derived MSC
are more effective in AMI therapy through promoting
angiogenesis than unmodified umbilical cord-MSC-EV (42).
The importance of Akt pathway was further confirmed
by the fact that PI3K/Akt inhibitor treatment abolished
angiogenic effects of EV derived from MSC overexpressing
C-X-C chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) in a model of
AMI (57). Such activations may be consecutive to
the enzymatic production of adenosine, a potent
activator of both ERK and Akt (58), by EV-associated
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored ecto-5’nucleotidase CD73 (33). These pathways may be moreover
activated through different molecular mechanisms as
demonstrated by the elegant work of Deregibus et al. (50)
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who described that EPC-EV-mediated angiogenic effects
were associated with the shuttling of mRNA in endothelial
cells associated with the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway.
EV-associated miRNA mediated therapeutic effects
One of the most documented functional characteristics
of EV is their ability to transfer nucleic acids between
cells. Transriptomic approaches revealed that MSC-EV
shuttle selected pattern of miRNA when compared
to their parental cells (59,60). A selective packaging
of nucleic acids into EV likely occurs and might be
controlled by the recognition of sequence motifs present
in miRNAs by sumoylated protein heterogeneous
nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1) (61).
This compartmentalization may be regulated by
environmental stimuli such as hypoxia, which can
modulate immunomodulatory and regenerative properties
of MSC-derived EV (43) but also enhanced expression
of proangiogenic miRNAs in EPC-derived EV (62).
Moreover, it appears that many of miRNA-associated
MSC-derived EV are part of signaling network involved in
multiorgan development, cell survival and differentiation,
thus leading to consider EV-mediated genetic material
exchange as active players in cell-fate determination
decision (63).
From a therapeutic point of view, EV-mediated miRNA
transfer is particularly attractive inasmuch some miRNA
have been specifically associated with the pro-angiogenic,
cardioprotective or even anti-apoptotic effects associated
with improvement of cardiac or vascular function. Among
those, miR-210, miR-132 and miR-146a-3p were the
ones most highly enriched in CPC-derived EV (34). By
regulating ephrin A3 and protein tyrosine phosphatase
1b (PTP1b), miR-210 was shown to inhibit apoptosis in
cardiomyocytes (34). miR-132 down-regulated its target,
RasGAP-p120, enhancing tube formation in endothelial
cells (34). The contribution of the miR-146a-3p to the
greater EV effects, by comparison to CPC, was specifically
addressed through the use of miR-146a hairpin inhibitor or
miR-146a mimic. Although such experiments demonstrated
the ability of miR-146 to reproduce the cardiomyogenic
and antiapoptotic effects in a chronic AMI model, it was not
sufficient to confer the overall comprehensive therapeutic
benefit (35). Such results suggest that others miRNA (or
molecular agents) exert synonymous or perhaps synergistic
effects with miR-146a.
Besides, miR-294, found specifically enriched in ESC-
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derived EV, constitutes also an interesting target. Indeed,
the cardioprotective effect of ESC-derived EV after AMI
is specifically tied to miR-294 delivery to CPC promoting
increased survival, cell cycle progression, and proliferation (64).
Finally, RNA cargo from EPC-derived EV is also likely
to play a role in biological or therapeutic responses such
as angiogenesis (50) or protection against angiotensin-IIinduced cardiac hypertrophy and apoptosis (65). Particularly,
EV-associated miR-126 and miR-296 both participate in the
improvement of neovascularization observed in a model of
hindlimb ischemia in SCID mice (39). Of interest, miR-126
has been previously identified as a critical regulator of
angiogenesis and vascular integrity (66,67) and shown
to be also enriched in EV derived from endothelial cells
(68,69). Treatments with these different types of miR126-enriched EV all promote vascular regeneration.
Indeed, systemic treatment of hypercholesterolemic
apolipoprotein E null-mice with miR-126-enriched EV
limit atherosclerosis and increased Sca1+ cell incorporation
into aortic plaques (68). Besides, miR-126-associated EV
promote in vivo reendothelialization (69). Of particular
interest, miRNA profiling in patients with coronary
artery diseases has revealed significantly reduced levels
of miR-126 in comparison with healthy controls (70)
or even total loss circulating miR-126 in patients with
diabetes mellitus (71). Recent publication moreover
revealed that obesity reduces the pro-angiogenic potential
of adipose tissue stem cell-derived EV by impairing miR126 content (72). Therefore, development of EV-based
miR-126 therapeutic strategy might be promising in the
treatment of CVD.
Stem cell-EV and developmental signaling pathways
Stem cell-derived EV might be considered as functional
extensions of their parental cells. As such, molecular
analyses revealed stem cell-EV were highly enriched in
transcripts of pluripotent transcription factors such as Oct-4,
Nanog and Rex-1 (24). EV also traffic effectors of the stemlike phenotype such as Wnt (73,74), beta-catenin (75) or
sonic hedgehog (Shh) (76,77) that might contribute to
mimic a spectrum of stem like phenotypes and involved in
embryogenic processes.
Besides such a cell-fate determination role, these factors
are also critical in EV-related regenerative processes like
angiogenesis. For example, the activation of Wnt/etacatenin is critical in the induction of angiogenesis by
umbilical cord MSC-EV. Of interest, the knockdown of
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Wnt4 in EV derived from these MSC abrogated eta-catenin
nuclear translocation in endothelial cells and also inhibited
there in vivo proangiogenic effects (49).
The morphogen Shh is also known to be an important
modulator of angiogenic processes (78). Our laboratory
has demonstrated that Shh-enriched EV (EVShh+) from T
lymphocytes stimulated angiogenic processes by inducing
functional and mature blood vessel formation through
modulation of, reciprocally, pro- and anti-angiogenic
factors (79) and anti-apoptotic signals (80,81). In addition,
these EVShh+ were able to enhance in vivo post-ischemic
neovascularization (80) and exert cardioprotection against I/
R injuries (82). Of note, injection CD34+ hematopoietic stem
cells overexpressing Shh in the infarct border zone in mice
after AMI preserves cardiac function, likely by transferring
Shh-associated EV to recipient cells (83). Thus, Shh-loaded
EV represent future promising therapeutic tools in CVD (84).
Another approach to enhance the cardioprotective
potential of MSC-derived EV is by overloading on EV
a transcription factor known to be a key regulator of
numerous cardiac genes and cell surviving pathways,
such as GATA-4. Yu et al. (41) used such a strategy
by overexpressing GATA-4 in MSC. These authors
demonstrated that administration of MSC-GATA-4derived EV in a rat model of AMI restored cardiac function
and reduced infarct size. Of note, these MSC-derived EV
overexpressing GATA-4 mediated protection by transferring
certain anti-apoptotic miRNAs contained within EV upon
transplantation in the damaged tissue. Moreover, CPCderived EV, able to ensure cardioprotection after AMI, was
enriched with miR-451, by comparison to their parental
cells, which is a GATA4-responsive miRNA (36). Therefore,
the cardioprotective effect of CPC-derived EV may partially
rely on miRNA transcripts enrichment controlled by the
expression of the early developmental heart factor GATA-4.
Finally, specific types of heat shock proteins (HSPs), which
exert chaperones functions in protein folding, can also be
transferred by EV. Of interest, Hsp70 and Hsp20-associated
EV have been shown to exert cardioprotective effects in
animal models of cardiac dysfunction (85,86). Although HSP
proteins have been retrieved in cardiomyocyte-derived EV,
no studies reported so far their specific presence in stem cellderived EV. Nonetheless, transplantation of cardiac stem cells
(Sca1+), beforehand treated with a heat shock, exert beneficial
outcomes in mouse ischemic hearts by EV transfer of heat
shock factor 1 (HSF-1). Indeed, HSF-1 directs ischemic
cardiomyocytes toward a prosurvival phenotype through
upregulation of Hsp70 pathway (87). EV modulation of
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Cardiovascular regenerative therapies

Stem cell-derived EV

Stem cells

+

+
Natural carriers of bioactive cargo
Recapitulate regenerative properties of
parental stem cells
"Off-the-shelf" products
Multiple modes of actions
Low immunogenicity
Acelluar therapy (inability to expand)

Immunomodulatory and cardiac regenerative
properties
Proven efficacy
Adult stem cells easy to isolate

?

–

Reproducibility of EV therapeutical effects
Lack of standardized EV isolation procedures
Determination of EV to cell ratio treatment
Off-target effects
Administration mode
In vivo biodistribution
Safety

Safety (risk of teraeoma)
Ethical concerns (use of ESC)
Limited expansion of cardiac stem cells
Restrictive plasticity of adult stem cells

Figure 2 Comparison of advantages and limitations between the use of stem cells and the use of stem cell-derived EV in cardiac regenerative
therapies. EV, extracellular vesicles; ESC, embryonic stem cells.

specific HSP pathways, displaying cytoprotective effects, may
therefore have significant therapeutic value in translational
stem cell-based therapy.
Towards clinical translation: expectations and
limitations
The emergence of stem cell-based therapy has opened
the door to non-pharmacological treatments of heart
failure, especially for patients where therapeutic options
prove to be inadequate or ineffective. To date, numerous
clinical trials confirm the efficacy of different cell types
including embryonic, induced pluripotent, mesenchymal
and cardiac-derived stem cells (88-90). Nonetheless, the use
of ESC raises political and ethical questions. Alternatively,
undifferentiated induced pluripotent stem cells, which
can be derived from somatic cells and demonstrate
an embryonic-like state with a strong regenerative
capacity towards cardiomyocytes, makes run the risk of
teratoma formation. Cardiac stem cells might therefore
be a privileged source due to the specific expression of
cardiac markers and their efficient differentiation into
cardiomyocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Nonetheless,
the difficulty to isolate such cells may be a limited factor
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since ex vivo cell expansion would be needed before
transplantation. In this regard, MSC present the advantage
to be easily isolated from BM or adipose tissue and have
demonstrated potent regenerative capacities and low
immunogenicity. However, adult stem cells may present a
restrictive plasticity and their therapeutic potential may be
moreover impaired by cardiovascular risk actors as diabetes,
hypertension or aging (91-93). Therefore, additional studies
would be needed to control and support the efficacy of
these cells on a long-term basis.
The fact that EV administration in numerous preclinical
animal models recapitulates the benefits of stem cells
transplantation has highlighted EV-based therapies as
counterparts to address the safety concerns and practical
limitations associated with the use of stem/progenitor cells
(Figure 2). EV is naturally cell permanent, and their lipid
bilayer coat protects their bioactive cargo from degradation
as particles shuttle from cell to cell. Moreover, their
membranous structures confer them a particular stability
over time, making them real “off-the-shelf” products
allowing careful maintenance of stability, integrity and
biological activity during their manufacture, storage and
subsequent administration. EV might exert their beneficial
effects in the neighboring site of injection through multiple
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mechanisms including molecules transfer, ligands/receptors
interaction, membrane fusion or even internalization into
recipient cells (28). In addition, regenerative properties of
stem cell-derived EV have been shown to lie on different
molecular mechanisms, either involving molecules
or nucleic acids, therefore reproducing the complex
paracrine pattern of the parental cell donors. Finally, EV
administration, with regard to stem cells transplantation,
may provide specific advantages for patient safety including
a lower propensity to trigger innate and adaptive immune
responses, and inability to directly form tumors.
Besides all these considerations, which make stem
cell-derived EV promising therapeutic tools, a number
of issues would still need to be addressed before their
clinical use. A major question is the reproducibility of
EV clinical lots. Different EV isolation protocols are
currently used to isolate EV therefore leading to mixed
or even different EV subpopulations (Table 1). Whereas
low-speed centrifugation will pellet large vesicles (namely
apoptotic bodies and/or microvesicles), the classically used
100,000 ×g ultracentrifugation will concentrate smaller
vesicles (typically exosomes) which might also include
microvesicles depending whether the supernatant was or
not submitted to pre-centrifugation or filtration. Alternative
isolation protocols using commercially available columns/
kits or size-exclusion chromatography will also select
different EV subtypes than those isolated by differential
centrifugations. Recent proteomic studies separating
these different EV subclasses have shown that they display
different protein and lipid signatures, and thereby different
functional properties (21,94). In addition, EV production
and content are both influenced by the cell source and
stimuli used for their production. As an example, EV
derived from TNFalpha-treated cardiomyocytes unpack
pro-inflammatory signals which may mediate unwanted
biological responses (95). The pathophysiological
environment of the patient might also influence its
stem cell-derived EV features. Indeed, obesity (72),
but also cardiovascular medication (96,97), have been
shown to modify EV content and thus influence their
biological properties. EV to cell ratio stoichiometry can also
be determinant for EV biological responses as illustrated
by the anti-angiogenic effects of high concentration of
endothelial cell-derived EV through oxidative stress
activation, whereas low concentrations of these EV
preparations display pro-angiogenic properties (98). Finally,
uncertainties also reside in the therapeutic mode used for
EV administration. In vivo EV biodistribution is determined
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by cell source, route of administration and targeting (99).
Dynamic imaging of in vivo biodistribution of EV following
their intravenous injections in rodents revealed that they
were predominantly accumulating, within a few hours, in
liver, spleen, gastrointestinal tract and lungs (99,100). In
addition, EV from different sources display different innate
homing capabilities in vivo, which may be determined
by the repertoire of surface receptors and extracellular
matrix-binding proteins acquire. In this context, one can
exclude that injected EV will also induce advert effects on
undamaged tissues. Therefore, the biodistribution, as well
as the long-term effects and safety of administered EV,
would need to be explored and controlled.
Conclusions
Recent studies have compiled evidences that stem
cells represent an abundant source of EV, able to act
as important mediators in cell communication thereby
influencing phenotype and function of recipient cells. More
importantly, numerous experimental data and preclinical
models have demonstrated the excellent potential of stem
cell-derived EV to be used as therapeutic tools in CVD,
and potentially to face the limitations inherent of stem cell
regenerative therapies. Of interest, stem cell-derived EV
mostly recapitulate parental cells efficacy in repair processes
notably by combining anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic
properties together with angiogenesis and regenerative
properties. Therapeutic potential of EV is achieved through
multiple molecular mechanisms including the transfer of
factors or nucleic acids within the target cell, which will
mediate EV-beneficial effects.
Translation of these preclinical evidences in humans will
represent relevant advantages with regard to the safety and
ethical questions, production of clinical lots and final costs,
by comparison to stem cell-based approaches. EV moreover
represents stable circulating carriers, which are able to
overcome biological barriers and display intrinsic cell
targeting properties. Nonetheless, EV represent a mix of
biological complex vesicles, whose content vary according to
cell source and pathophysiological environment, and whose
production and isolation would need to be better controlled
to ensure reproducibility of biological therapeutically
effects. As natural delivery carriers for a wide set of recipient
cells, EV-based strategies may also lead to produce potential
off-target effects.
Waiting to resolve these limitations, an alternative
strategy might reside on engineering biomimetic EV by
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packaging deliberately specific components into the vesicles
and thereby orientating their tissue targeting and/or the
awaiting biological responses (101,102). One has however
to consider that beneficial effects of stem cell-derived EV
result from a complex interplay of multiple factors. Thus, it
may be counterproductive to deconstruct natural biological
EV content.
Although EV have wined their stripes in the field of
intercellular communication and attracting projectors
on their numerous therapeutically properties, future
investigations will definitely need to provide insights on
how streamlining their isolation and production processes
in order to constitute a real alternative to stem cellsbased CVD regenerative therapies for a safe, efficient and
standardized clinical use.
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